Video Quiz

Video Title: Hazard Training for the Mining Industry
Length: 17:00
Vendor: MSHA
Synopsis:

1. The video mentions a) speed limit signs, b) left hand traffic, c) excavators, d) graders.

2. What should you do when you are approaching an area where mobile equipment is working?

3. Where should you drive when following large mobile equipment?

4. The video mentions hazards in driving through mud puddles. True __, False__.

5. What hazard does the video mention when working around draglines.

6. When climbing you should use the ____ points of contact system.

7. Never drive over or touch energized power cables. True __, False__.

8. When thunder occurs within ___ seconds of lightening, head for cover.

9. An example of a confine space is a ____________.

1) a, b, 2)Get the operators attention and approval to approach, 3)Position yourself so the operator can see you in his left hand mirror, 4)T, 5)Swing radius, 6)3, 7)T, 8)10, 9)bin